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b ditor’s kotes 
 

 
	

¶ruth derham, ma, is an independent scholar. She has 
undertaken a biography of Russell’s brother, Frank, the 2nd 

Earl Russell, whose story and character intrigue her (as they do your editor, 
who was told in Russell’s last years that he would have liked to have written 
more appreciatively on Frank). gregory landini is Professor of Philosophy 
at the University of Iowa. He is the author of Russell’s Hidden Substitutional 
Theory, Wittgenstein’s Apprenticeship with Russell, Russell and Frege’s Notations. 
His current book is Completing Russell’s 1913 Theory of Knowledge. His teaching 
and research interests include modal logic, foundations of mathematics, phi-
losophy of mind and language, and history of analytic philosophy. iva apos-

tolova is Assistant Professor of Philosophy at Dominican University Col-
lege, Ottawa. She recently completed a chapter on neutral monism and 
relational theory of memory for a volume on feminist philosophy of mind. She 
is currently coauthoring a manuscript on the contribution of neutral monism 
to the personal identity debate. bridget whittle, ma (medieval studies), 
mist, is Digital Archives Librarian in the Ready Division of Archives and Re-
search Collections at McMaster. She catalogues recent acquisitions for brac-

ers. stefan andersson studied religion and philosophy at Lund, Harvard 
Divinity School, Berkeley, Toronto and McMaster. His dissertation was pub-
lished as In Quest of Certainty: Bertrand Russell’s Search for Certainty in Religion 
and Mathematics. He then turned to Russell’s political activism and student 
protests against the Vietnam war and the Russell–Sartre tribunal on us war 
crimes there. He has edited Revisiting the Vietnam War and International Law: 
Views and Interpretations of Richard Falk (Cambridge, 2018). chad trainer 

is an independent scholar who chairs the board of the Bertrand Russell Soci-
ety. His most recent publication is “ ‘Waking Up’ to Bertrand Russell’s An-
ticipation of Sam Harris’ ‘Spirituality’ without Religion” in Bertrand Russell’s 
Life and Legacy (2017). your editor is revising the Russell Bibliography 
(1994) and continues his editing of Papers 24 and 25 (when he is not managing 
bracers). He is an editor on The Brixton Letters project, a scholarly edition of 
all of Russell’s known letters from prison. 

¶In spring 2018 the Bertrand Russell Archives, which came 
to McMaster in spring 1968, will have been open to re-
searchers for 50 years. McMaster Library will celebrate the 
occasion. By then the Russell Archives are expected to have 

moved to a renovated building dedicated to curating them and the projects of 

contributors 

archives’ 
50th 

anniversary 
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the Russell Research Centre, which include the Collected Papers and this jour-
nal. There are to be special talks, displays and publications. 

¶Landon D. C. Elkind and Gregory Landini, eds., The Phi-
losophy of Logical Atomism: a Centenary Reappraisal (Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2018). Russell Wahl, ed., The Bloomsbury Com-

panion to Bertrand Russell (Bloomsbury, 2018). Larry D. Harwood, Mad about 
Belief: Religion in the Life and Thought of Bertrand Russell (Wipf and Stock, 
2018). Russell’s political, historical, biographical and literary papers from 
mid-1950 to mid-1952 are being readied for publication as Volume 26 of the 
Collected Papers (Routledge). The editor is Andrew G. Bone.  

¶Peter Stone, ed., Bertrand Russell’s Life and Legacy (Vernon 
P., 2018). Rick Lewis’s magazine, Philosophy Now, devoted 

issue no. 120 (June/July 2017) to Russell studies; guest editor was Peter Stone. 
¶We found a permission letter from M. H. A. Newman to 
William Demopoulos in 1970, in which Newman supposed 
that Russell gave up the causal theory of perception after 

their 1928 exchange. A letter he wrote in French inviting Mario Pieri to the 
Cambridge’s 1912 International Congress of Mathematicians came to light in 
a rare volume of letters to Pieri, thanks to Elena Anne Marchisotto. Many 
new photos of Russell, family and associates were acquired. A new bbc /abc 
script dated March 1951, “Fifty Years’ Movement towards Equality”, has 
Russell pointing out social changes under Labour and summing up: “But in 
the new world in which we have learnt to live there are great rewards for the 
loss of privilege, provided our minds and hearts are open to the new solidarity 
which is now possible.” It will be published in Papers 26. It is hoped soon to 
announce a very large acquisition of Russelliana. Much more correspondence 
between Russell and close pacifist friend Clifford Allen has been found. 

¶The 2018 annual meeting of the Bertrand Russell Society 
will be held at McMaster on 22–24 June, in conjunction 
with sshap on 19–21 June and the opening of the Russell 

building. Keep up to date at russell.mcmaster.ca/brsmeeting.htm. 
¶Except for the latest four issues (vols. 36–37), Russell may 
be consulted freely on the Internet at the McMaster Library 
journal site: mulpress.mcmaster.ca/russelljournal. For on-

line and print subscriptions, see this site or the rear cover.  
¶The Russell Archives’ annotated catalogue of letters to-
talled 131,582 records by 24 January 2018. The latest records 
are revealed via Advanced Search. Many more letters are ex-
pected when the new acquisition is confirmed. The new da-
tabase is more than a correspondence catalogue. Trials are 

underway in which scholarly transcriptions of text are being added and anno-
tated. The trial period chosen is Russell’s incarceration 100 years ago.
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